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to the conditions that occur when exploring "unkown Intel, with or without a commercial RTOS.
run on microcontrollers from Motorola (MC683xx) orcarried out at CERN, requires constant changes to adapt
peculiar aspect in CERN’s environment. Research, as ded applications, written at CERN, stored in EPROM,
diskless target systems. In addition, some truly embedAfter complexity constant changes are the second
development systems with disks or on netbooted
operating systems OS-9/ 68K and LynxOS run ondetector channels.
unlike data acquisition systems with several millions of (controllers) in a variety of equipment. The real—time
flow control is more like an industry-type application, and other field busses connect to embedded computers
particles. The same applies to experiments, where gas bandwidth data moving (e.g., FDDI). RS232, MIL1553B
superconducting radio frequency cavities to accelerate IP, NFS. Specific data channels are in place for high
CERN, like the control and synchronization of the workhorse for general purpose connectivity: boot, TCP /
tunnels. Others are highly complex and specific to development. Concerning networking, Ethernet is the
workstations at the upper system layers and for softwareindustry standard, like the ventilation of accelerator
coming up as a replacement for both. One finds Unixseveral layers. Some parts are relatively simple and
x86 is also used, in accelerator control. PowerPC isThe systems to control particle accelerators consist of
Motorola's 68k is the dominant processor family Intel
VMEbus is the leading bus standard. As a consequence,further analysis and to discard the uninteresting ones.
Modular electronics is widely used at CERN andacquisition systems to record the interesting events for
events resulting from the collisions. Physicists use data
around the collision areas collect the information on the 1.2 Embedded-Systems Environment at CERN
opposite direction or with fixed targets. Large detectors
them into collisions with other particles moving in the solutions helps to reduce that risk.
(e.g., VMEbus modules, RTOS, etc.) over proprietaryantiprotons, or heavy ions to high energy and to bring
accelerate such particles as electrons, positrons, protons, standards and widely available commercial products
cause maintenance problems. Giving preference tomental forces in nature. They use particle accelerators to
degree. This results in high personnel turnover and mayscientists study the structure of matter and the funda
or leave the collaborations, once they have earned theirAt CERN (European Laboratory for Particle Physics),
experiments. Many of them take on other responsibilities
collaboration and provide valuable contributions to1.1 Systems, Changes, and the Workforce
rate. Graduate students form an important part of each
institutes spread out over Europe and the world collabo1. Tm; CERN ENVIRONMENT
for next generation experiments) people from dozens of
modern experiments several hundred (more than 1000and draws some conclusions.
the composition of the experimental work force. Inpaper summarizes the experience gained over the years
Athird major distinction between CERN and industry isservers, and CERN-specific developments. Finally the
including netbootable systems, software distribution via
experiments.the status of RTOS at CERN, (iv) describes the support,
major impact on the data acquisition systems of the LEPdiscusses the reasons for using RTOS at CERN, (iii) gives
higher in 1995 than it was in 1989 ll]. This also had aoverviews CERN’s embedded-systems environment, (ii)
in 1995 and the integrated luminosity was 26 timescontrol systems for experiments. The paper (i) briefly
centimetre) increased from 4.25*1030 in 1989 to 24.9*103accelerators, and in data acquisition and industrial
luminosity (i.e., collision rate per second and squareCERN for many years in systems to control particle
tems have been improved over the years. Its peakReal—time operating systems (RTOS) have been in use at
Collider) machine and the corresponding control sys
territory". For instance, the LEP (Large Electron PositronAbstract
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also added to this class of systems. A typical example for which can run without MMU support. At least one of OCR Output
basic real-time requirements are more and more often certainly diminish with time we do require also a RTOS
environment. In addition, the procedures for handling Unit (MMU). Even if the number of these boards will
also for the processors and CPU boards used in our Many of our CPU boards have no Memory Management
our boards but has actually already been ported to them.of the RTOS world. Ports of these systems appear now
easier handled by people without any special knowledge choose a RTOS which not only can run potentially on
benefit that they are often better known and therefore these CPU architectures. In addition, it is important to
applications. The chosen RTOS(s) will have to supporttives for soft real-time applications with the added
NT, or even Windows95. They provide useful alterna processor based PCs are used for accelerator control
added. A smaller, but not negligible, number of IntelInto this class fall systems like UNIX, MacOS, Windows
processors. Recently PowerPC based boards have been
2.2.2 Regular Operating Systems tion applications are mainly based on Motorola 68k
CPU boards used at CERN for control and data acquisi
code without the underlying structure of an RTOS.
2.3.1 Availability on CERN’s Hardwareenough to permit understanding and maintaining the
able if the overall size of the given application is small
sion not to use an operating system will only be justifi at CERN
Digital Signal Processors (DSPs). In any case, the deci 2.3 Requirements for Real-Time Operating Systems
repetitive tasks as they can often be found executing on
hardware and software for our systems.intolerable. Another typical example is coding simple
changing requirements and a changing market fortimes are required the overhead of system calls may be
a natural wish for stability and the need to adapt toexample, when extremely fast response and execution
operating system is a valid solution in some cases. For have to be chosen based on an optimal balance between
regular intervals. The frequency of these intervals willCoding real-time applications without the help of an
that this selection procedure has to be repeated at
section will address this in more detail. lt is also clear2.2.1 No Operating System
sis of its required functionality has to be made. The next
tion of these systems based on an equally careful analy2.2 Possible Choices
amongst the many possible candidates. A careful evalua
egory does not help much in picking the right systemgiven bound but could lie outside of it in some cases.
such systems on the market, choosing this broad catsystems where response times are typically within a
time features at CERN. Yet, given the large number oflabel systems with relaxed speed requirements but also
explicit about it and soft real-time is used not only to This is the choice retained for systems requiring real
time implies a certain speed of reaction without being
2.2.4 Commercial Real-Time Operating Systemsand "soft real-time" —- more loosely because hard real
described more loosely by the terms "hard real- time'
etary system would normally be considered appropriate.value of the bound. This requirement for a RTOS is
CERN is certainly not an environment where a proprionly on its response time being bounded but also on the
newcomers and requires a considerable training effort.time. In reality the usefulness of a RTOS depends not
By definition, a proprietary system is not known byis consistently smaller than the guaranteed response
of the system consists of visitors and not of stable staff.service as long as the service is provided in a time which
research laboratories where a large number of the usersspeed with which a given RTOS reacts to a request for
high turnover of the user community as is typical forsponse time." This definition says nothing about the
etary system is a bad choice for an environment with aprovide a required level of service in a bounded re
the cost argument. It is also fairly obvious that a proprioperating systems: the ability of the operating system to
and maintaining such a system over its lifetime weakensdefinition of rea1—time used in this paper is: "Real—time in
given set of applications. The manpower cost of writing50%-80%) fall in the class of proprietary systems *2]- The
optimise the functionality of the written system to aappropriate as still the majority of RTOSs used (some
cost of corrunercial solutions and the possibility toproprietary (home grown) RTOSs. This distinction seems
own proprietary operating system concentrate on thecompany i.e., commercial RTOSS as compared to
The arguments put forward for choosing to write one’smeans systems written and maintained by an external
Real—Time Operating Systems (RTOS) in this context
2.2.3 Proprietary Real-Time Operating Systems
2.1 Definitions
cessing.
O1>ERAT1Nc SYsTEMs? applications is in the area of ”third level trigger" pro
where these systems find their way into particle physics2. Wm DOES CERN Us}; REAL-TIME
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systems are used to produce software which is then used
where typically a very small number of development small applications. OCR Output
ture which is not exclusively aimed at users in industry OS-9/68K's modularity allows it to be tailored to
helps to discuss with a vendor who has a pricing struc
of some simple arithmetic based on a pricelist. Yet, it OS-9/68K is easy to port to new 68K-based boards.
measure of the flexibility of the vendor than the outcome
loosely defined quantity. It is to a large extent more a at CERN.
typically a large number) of RTOS licences is a rather Motorola 68K was the dominant processor family
The price to be paid for a given number (in CERN’s case
OS-9 on M6809 was known at CERN.
2.3.4 Cost
computer. Other points in its favour were:
ing the same standard. faster than cross development on an overloaded mini
be productive writing software for another one follow allowed self-hosted development, which was much
one POSIX compliant system a programmer will quickly The main reason for choosing OS-9/ 68K was that it
seems to be even more important. Having worked with
Something which can be labeled "user portability" EPLX'5l, and VxWorks.
UNIX applications to a RTOS with POSIX compliance. tion at CERN or used in small numbers are Chorus [4],
many people have profited from the ease of porting Hadron Collider). Other RTOSs currently under evalua
probably not the major advantage to be gained, even if considered for experiments at the future LHC (Large
between different systems following this stand ard is control system upgrade project in 1991. It is now being
control. LynxOS was chosen for CERN’s acceleratorwith its real-time extensions [al. Software portability
smaller experiments. It is also used in acceleratorapplicable to the choice of RTOSs at this time is POSIX
should now be possible. The one and only standard to be experiments in 1987, and subsequently by most other
Real-Time Systems. OS·9/ 68K was adopted by the LEPsystems following the same international standard
make the same choice, but at least choosing from a set of systems) and LynxOS (some 300 systems) from Lynx
CERN will automatically force all CERN collaborators to Microware System Corporation’s OS-9/ 68K (some 1,000
CERN. We cannot assume that the choice of a RTOS at The dominant real-time operating systems at CERN are
element for selecting software products to be used at
brought by others, standardisation is also an important 3. REAL-T1ME OPERATING SYsrEMs Ar CERN
ics to CERN and hope that it all fits together with pieces
of detectors, electrical equipment and modular electron freedom.
widest sense where collaborators bring mechanical parts users of a research institute proud of its academic
work in industry but will be insufficient to convince theWhilst this seems rather obvious for hardware in its
systems. A policy decision by top management maysuccess is based on the existence and use of standards.
existence and quality of a support service for theseTo a large extent this is equivalent to saying: CERN’s
number of chosen RTOSs is fully dependent on theCERN’s success is based on international collaboration.
user community towards the efficient use of a small
guiding a large and by definition very inhomogeneous2.3.3 Standardisation
future. Finally it has to be stated that the only chance for
the support service or potential users for use in therouted network has added further difficulties.
one or a small number of systems under evaluation bynodes). Recently CERN’s move from a bridged to a
current best choice. On top of this there will always becomparable size and complexity (some 8,000—9,000
supported at CERN: the champion of the past and thedelivered to CERN had ever been tested in a network of
will probably be at least two systems being used andthis work at CERN we had major surprises. No RTOS
tion we have to live with history At any moment thereoffer this functionality. Yet, when it comes to making all
RTOS at CERN can be met by a single system. ln addiThis looks like a minor point as most modern RTOSs
made. It is unlikely that all possible requirements for afor network booting and network file access is required.
RTOSs and how it chooses them a few remarks can beMost of CERN's real-time systems run diskless. Support
To conclude this chapter on why CERN uses commercial
2.3.2 Support for CERN's Networking Environment
2.4 Summarising
possibility to put the whole system into ROM.
number of systems where the developed code executes.with decreasing importance over time, we require the
number of development systems compared with thetions are rapidly diminishing also. Finally, and again
similar organisations need a rather unusually highCPU boards with small memory even if these restric
on a very large number of runtime systems. CERN andthe chosen RTOSs has to be sufficiently small to fit on
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users usually has its own local source of expertise as
small and the number of users is large, each group of atic for OS-9/68K than it is for LynxOS.
the users’ request. Since the central support team is In practice, information dissemination is more system
ports the two dominant real-time operating systems, at
and documentationCERN’s computing and networks (CN) division sup
afterwards encourage use of local experts, books
Advice: pre—sales; initial installation; net booting;4.1 Support Structure and Activities
Oramrmo Srsrsms Access to error reports and work-arounds
4. Sorrwruuz SU1¤1¤o1zr 1=oR REAL-TIME
Provision of a software repository
course.
Potential to move to improved hardware in due information, sources of software, etc.
sons, current operating system levels, sources of
68030 VMEbus immediately; others later. tory information: service definition, contact per
Multiple hardware platforms: 386 /486 PC / AT, World Wide Web: good for reference and reposi
Good real-time performance. mail.
the local ones; most enquiries come by electronic
Graphics: X11. USENET news groups: very little used, especially
Networking: Ethernet, TCP / IP, NFS, net boot. Newsletter articles: three or four times a year
(POSIX.4) and threads (POSIX.4a). quarterly
POSIX conformance: POSIX.1, and draft real-time Electronic mail shots: formerly monthly now
V IPC. Vendor presentations: once a year, each vendor
UNIX compatibility, including BSD sockets, System
User meetings: once a year
the real—time UNIX requirements. These included:
LynxOS was the only operating system which satisfied support service includes:
The information dissemination aspect of the RTOS
accelerator hardware.
are specific to a particular piece and type of 4.2 Inf0r‘mLlfi011f0T OS—9/GSK and Ly7LxOS users
(ECA) directly control accelerator hardware; ECAs
Equipment level: equipment control assemblies the first time
Assist users installing OS-9/68K and LynxOS for
busses; based on real-time UNIX.
architectureReal-time level: data gathering, gateways to field
Run demonstration systems: one for each hardware
UNIX and X11 (X Window System).
interface; file, boot and data base servers; based on Software distribution
Workstation and server level: accelerator operator
Licence management
three levels of computing:
group, user meetings, advicepotential for evolution. The new architecture defines
years, a modern control system architecture with a World Wide Web pages, newsletter articles, news t
project. The project’s aim was to introduce, over five Information for 05-9/ 68K and LynxOS users:
the real-time UNIX for their control system upgrade
In 1991, CERN’s accelerator divisions chose LynxOS as reports, beta tests of pre-release software
Systems): orders, maintenance contract, error
came later). (Microware Systems Corporation, Lynx Real-Time
Contact with the operating system vendorsEthernet networking (TCP / IR NFS and net boot
The activities of the central support service are:Good rea1—time performance.
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general interest. OCR Output
their own needs, but may (and do) produce work of
system. community of users. The user groups focus primarily on
system then uses NFS to mount a remote root file service concentrates on areas which are useful to a wide
is loaded by firmware over Ethemet. The operating groups which are much bigger. The central support
Diskless systems use an operating system image which done outside the central support service, in the user
The bulk of CERN-specific software developments are
4.4 Netbootable systems
5. Soma CERN-SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENTS
corrections and the ability to move to newer hardware.
far behind the RTOS vendors’ releases as one loses error one can set up diskless development systems.
untried software. In practice, it is a bad idea to lag too have a development system with a disk, even though
they are understandably reluctant to try to port to types. For self-sufficiency, almost all groups of users
pronounced, as the users have a large code base which central demonstration machines alone do not cover all
or new products are introduced, this lag becomes one well-configured reference machine of each type. The
demonstration machine software. When major changes The use of this approach requires that there be at least
The users’ software usually lags some way behind
Ethernet.
tested by the users. prepare the files needed for software installation over
specific device drivers and RTOS extensions have to be standard method. The reference machine is then used to
for every hardware platform used at CERN. So board it is installed on a reference machine using the vendor's
The central support team cannot run a reference system When a new version of an operating system is released,
CERN. hard disk of the client development computer.
software must be obtained from servers elsewhere at to unpack the system software distribution files onto the
demonstration computers. In these periods, stable RTOS installation technique uses a netbooted operating system
During beta tests, pre—release software is run on the LynxOS over Ethernet from a server computer. The
QIC tapes. At CERN it is usual to install OS-9/68K and
error reports. The vendors distribute their software on diskettes and
reference when installing elsewhere and when preparing
and CERN customization, which can be used as a 4.5 Software installation
documented, system with good corrective code (patches)
development tools. The aim is to maintain a stable, boot server in the computer centre.
current version of the operating system and software using RARP to boot from a single, specially configured,
For most of the time each computer runs the vendor's routers. This support is sufficient to allow boot clients
routers, since RARP packets cannot pass through
Motorola MVME1603 (PowerPC 603) routers, a RARP agent has had to be added to the IP
consisting of small Ethemet segments connected by IP
Motorola MVME167 (68040) With the introduction at CERN of a routed network
and the IP and Ethernet addresses of the boot server.
Motorola MVME147 (68030) RARP provides only the IP address of the boot client,
Olivetti CP486 (486 PC / AT compatible) NFS.
the server by TFTR mounts remote file systems using
demonstration and test of LynxOS software: been loaded. Asecondary start-up script, also read from
are used during system start-up, after the boot file hasThe following development systems are maintained for
boot file with TFTP. The other fields of the BOOTP reply
Motorola MVME162FX (68040) the information in the BOOTP reply packet to load the
file name. In practice the boot firmware uses a subset of
Motorola MVME167 (68040) packet is however too small to contain a non-trivial NFS
sufficient information to start TCP / IP networking. The
Motorola MVME147 (68030) makes available to the boot client a packet containing
(reverse address resolution protocol) and TFTP. BOOTP
9/ 68K and LynxOS. Older LynxOS systems use RARPdemonstration and test of 05-9/ 68K software:
transfer protocol). This combination is used for both OSThe following hardware systems are currently used for
BOOTP (bootstrap protocol) and TFTP (trivial file
The preferred network boot technique at CERN uses4.3 Demonstration systems
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existing RTOS ported to a new architecture, to work well and patch descriptions would need to kept else
about two years for a newly introduced RTOS, or an for distributing reference material; release notes
from Intel PC or Motorola 68K to PowerPC). It takes descriptions. CD-ROM is an appropriate medium
survive a change of processor architecture (for example, pages, but also user guides, release notes, patch
hardware, which may be upgraded several times. It may More on-line documentation: not only manual
is about 15 years. It exceeds the life of the computer
The useful life of a real-time operating system at CERN UNIX) are too many.
68K), a.out, COFF, XCOFF and ELF (LynxOS and
Astandard format for object modules: RBF (OS-9 /6. Coucrusious
port. Finally some wishes:
port. When this happens, CERN may well stop using its
quently releases a product which replaces the CERN run on UNIX workstations at CERN.
available software to an RTOS, whose vendor subse X Window System), X11 applications are most usually
The most common situation is that CERN ports publicly Although both OS-9/ 68K and LynxOS support X11 (the
• X11 at CERN.
vendors looks attractive but has not yet been deployed
SNMP agent tion of graphical diagnostic tools offered by the RTOS
and trace buffers) into each application. The new genera
• Net boot to build diagnostic code (for example, event counters
rather primitive. It is still necessary and good practice,
ments include: The software testing tools used with RTOS at CERN are
quently released products. Examples of such develop
set an example to the RTOS vendors who have subse networks.
Software developments at CERN have from time to time cause of subtleties of CERN’s bridged and routed
or logical errors. Nowadays it is more frequently be
vendor) when tried at CERN. This used to be because of timing
central service and, in some cases, before the RTOS Whatever the source, net boot firmware frequently fails
Network booting (user groups did it before the board vendor, instead of by CERN or a software vendor.
Net boot finriware is now typically provided by the
agent
Porting of other system software: RPC, SNMP will slow the trend to net boot noticeably
existence of flash memory on PowerPC processor boards
Porting of other UNIX applications: lsof, gmake, diskless configurations. It is too early to say whether the
for special devices, so it is unwise to rely entirely on
Writing device drivers: MIL1553B, TGS, . may be compromised by errors in user-written drivers
systems depends on reliable network operation, which
Writing applications workstations and servers. Debugging netbooted diskless
disk, relying on NFS to access files held on UNIX
User developments include: cases, even RTOS development systems run without
of being programmed in read-only memory In some
Set up software repository (for OS-9 /68K) RTOS and applications are loaded over Ethemet, instead
TCP / IP networking has become very important. The
f2c, .
Porting some UNIX applications: Rand editor, program portability.
1993, 1003.1c 1995) are playing a major role in easing (
POSIX.1 standards (IEEE 1003.1 1988 and 1990, 1003.1bTest some device drivers
and between UNIX and RTOS, is very important. The
Software portability between hardware architecturesSetup software distribution from servers
would be no uniformity of RTOS use.network)
to prospective users. Without a support service, thereNetwork booting (debug and adapt to routed
the existence of support which effectively sells the RTOS
CERN does not enforce a choice of RTOS on users. It isCentral service work includes:
CERN/CN/96/11
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status. CERN is on the World—Wide Web at:
European Commission, and UNESCO have observer
CERN counts 19 Member States. Four countries, the
its head quarters in Geneva, Switzerland. At present,
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console and debugging messages sent on RS232
tools, a terminal concentrator (to capture operator
More debugging and test tools, e.g. network trace
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